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Chapter 1 
Dance for All

Enduring understanding:

Dance is a part of humanity and culture.

Essential question: 

Who dances?



Learning Objectives
• Identify your participation in dance.

• Differentiate between categories of dance.

• Explain the three processes of dance.

• Understand the artistic processes that relate to all arts 
disciplines.

• Recognize the underlying principles that relate to dance 
processes.

• Comprehend dance literacy and artistic literacy.



“Everywhere in each individual . . . there is a 
dancer—a dancer who wants to be released.”

-- Rudolf Laban, a pioneer of European 
modern dance



What Is Dance?

What words or phrases would you use to 
describe dance?



Introduction

Dance is all around you and is an important 
part of society as art, recreation, education, 
and life events. 



Chapter 1 Vocabulary Terms

arts processes artistic literacy

concert dance creative movement 
and dance

cultural dance dancing

dance appreciation dance fitness

dance as entertainment dance literacy

dance literature dance making

dance principles recreational dance



Your Dance Experience

In your journal list several ways you have 
participated in dance. Respond to these 
questions: 

• Why do you dance?

• Where do you dance?

• What dances do you do?



Dance Categories

Four traditional dance categories that 
encompass dance genres:

1.Creative movement and dance

2.Recreational dance

3.Dance fitness

4.Concert dance



Creative Movement and Dance 

• Explores movement to understand the elements 
of dance and choreographic processes

• Is infused in each dance form when you select 
movements or steps within a dance genre to 
produce a dance

• Can be spontaneous movement that allows you 
to explore new ways to move or to invent new 
movement ideas that express your ideas, 
emotions, or themes through many dance forms



Recreational Dance

• A part of many leisure and social activities 
performed by people of all ages

• Can be traditional, cultural, historical, or social, or 
can link to communities

• Includes folk dances, cultural and historical 
dances, and social dances

• Uses a variety of steps, figures, and formations



Dance Fitness

A way to increase cardiovascular endurance, 
strength, and flexibility. A wide variety of 
dance categories and genres support fitness. 



Concert Dance

Concert dance is what you see performed 
onstage as art and entertainment.  

Concert dance genres include ballet, modern 
dance, jazz dance, and tap dance.  

Mostly these dance genres are step driven and 
span classical to contemporary styles and 
blended forms and styles.  

Some dance genres cross two or more of these 
categories. 



Creative Movement Activity
With a partner identify dance forms you have 
participated in from the list presented earlier in the 
chapter.  

Select a dance experience, and create a short movement 
sequence from one or two of the dance forms.  

Present your movement sequences to each other, then 
to another couple. 

Ask your partner and the other couple to identify the 
dance forms and category your sequences represent.  

Then the other couple presents their movement 
sequences. 



Dancing, Dance Making, and 
Dance Appreciation

Dance is both a 

process and product.  

Dance has these three 

basic processes.



Dancing

Dancing is the human body rhythmically moving 
through space and time with energy.    

Dancing engages the dancer’s physical, mental, and 
spiritual attributes to perform a dance.  

Dance is a conduit of expression and communication, 
and movement conveys the message. 

A dancer learns elements and concepts of dance to 
express an emotion, an idea, or a personal statement. 



Dance Making

Dance making is creating dances.   

Making a dance involves learning to use 
dance elements to compose a dance. 

The choreographer designs a dance work 
using movements or steps, selects a 
structure, and uses devices to express an 
idea, emotion, and story or communicate a 
personal statement through dance. 



Dance Appreciation

Dance appreciation is participation in a 
variety of dance-related activities to learn 
about and through dance. 

Appreciating dance comes from viewing, 
thinking about, and responding to dance 
works you study.  

Dance is a performing art, so the focus of 
dance appreciation starts with viewing 
dancers performing choreography.



Underlying Principles

Like other arts, dance has a series of principles that 
support its major areas.  

Dancing includes movement principles from 
movement sciences that support technique.  

Dance making (composing or choreographing 
dances) depends on choreographic principles for 
designing dances, selecting internal structures, and 
using devices to makes a cohesive dance work.   

As part of dance appreciation, understanding and 
analyzing dance works uses aesthetic principles. 



Arts Processes

Dance, media arts, music, theater, and visual 
arts share the same overall artistic processes:

• Creating

• Presenting, performing, or producing

• Responding

• Connecting or interconnecting (within 
dance and other the other arts)



Dance and Artistic  Literacy

Dance is a multimedia art form with other fine arts 
related to performing dance or choreographing dance 
works.

Dance literacy is acquired by engaging 
kinesthetically, creatively, and linguistically through  
dance experiences. 

Artistic literacy is participating and learning  in 
various arts experiences to broaden your knowledge 
and understanding of the arts and their relationships 
with each other.



Dance Literature

Dance performance literature is the collection 
of media presentations of dance.

Dance literature includes the body of 
knowledge of the dance discipline in print or 
in other media research and writings.



Summary

This chapter introduces you to dance and the 
many ways it can connect to you and others 
through its deep roots in culture and history 
and through its immediacy as a personal and 
artistic expression in your life. 


